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EXHIBITOR’S GUIDE PRESENTATION 

The exhibitor’s guide has been designed to 
accompany you through the various stages of the 
exhibition. For the smooth running of this 
exhibition, the organizing committee has 
established a procedure for the exhibitor, called    
« rules of the exhibition » that we ask you to 
respect throughout the entire period of 
assembling, operation and dismantling.


A careful reading of this document will allow you 
to anticipate different key steps that are essential 
for an effective and efficient exhibition. 


The organizing committee is at your disposal for 
any orientation, answer, further information.... The 
objective of the guide is to facilitate your 
participation.


RULES OF THE EXHIBITION 

Dates and timings 
• Date: Friday, May 24 2024 to to Sunday, May 

26 2024


• Venue: Sofitel Jardin des Roses, Rabat


• Official inauguration: Thursday, May 23 2024


• Opening to the public (Registration required on 
the website  www.moroccogamingexpo.ma ) : 

Friday, May 24 2024


• Opening hours for exhibitors:  
from 8:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m.


• Opening hours to the public  
( R e g i s t r a t i o n r e q u i r e d o n t h e w e b s i t e  
www.moroccogamingexpo.ma ) :  
from 9:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m.


Article 1 : Expo description 
The Morocco Gaming Expo, hereinafter referred to 
as « MGE », is a one of a kind Expo in Morocco. It 
aims to promote the gaming industry in Morocco, 
specifically Rabat Gaming City, which aims to 
establish a cluster of both national and 
international companies. Rabat Gaming City is 
destined to become a hub for quality job creation, 
as well as a center for cultural and social creativity 
in the capital, and one of the largest hubs in the 
gaming sector in Africa and the MENA region.


The Morocco Gaming Expo 2024 provides an 
opportunity to connect with other global 
companies in the sector, forge national and 
international partnerships, and participate in 
training sessions covering various aspects of the 
gaming industry.


Organizers :  
Ministry of Youth, Culture and Communication - 
Department of Communication.


Exhibition’s Commissioner: 
Nissrine SOUISSI, Director of the National Portal 
and Documentation


The Expo is made up of the following areas: 

The hotel’s parking zone  

• Exhibition area 

• Competition and animation area 


The hotel’s interior zone  
• Conference room

• Workshop room 

• BtoB rooms 


In any communication with the Commissioner’s 
Office of the Exhibition and in order to avoid any 
con fus ion , the exh ib i to r sha l l have to 
systematically indicate their name and booth 
number. 

All venues located in and around the exhibition 
structures cannot be exploited, except with 
special agreement from the Commissioner.


Article 2: Access and entry fee 
Visitors Access 
The entry fee for non-professional visitors is free, 
subject to registration on the Expo’s website:


https://moroccogamingexpo.ma/


Registrations will be open from May 2, 2024.


Exhibitors access 
All exhibitors will receive their access badge and a 
parking pass upon arrival at the Expo. The parking 
pass must be permanently placed on the 
windshield of the vehicle.


http://www.moroccogamingexpo.ma
http://www.moroccogamingexpo.ma
https://moroccogamingexpo.ma/
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Article 3: Assembling and dismantling 
Commitments of exhibitors 
In addition to complying with applicable 
legislation, exhibitors must adhere to the 
various safety regulations outlined in this 
document. From the start of the setup phase, 
booths may be subject to inspection by the 
Expo’s technical teams.


A/ General conditions 
During assembly and disassembly operations, 
no vehicles (except for lifting and handling 
equipment) will be allowed inside the 
exhibition buildings. This measure is intended 
to facilitate work within the buildings and 
prevent any damage.

The ac t i v i t i es dur ing assembly and 
disassembly periods are akin to those of a 
construction site. Simple and strict rules 
regarding safety, health, and working 
conditions must be adhered to by all 
individuals on-site.


B/ Protection of infrastructures and 
material 
Exhibitors are responsible, both personally 
and on behalf of the companies working for 
them, for any damages caused to the 
structures dur ing the t ransportat ion, 
installation, or removal of their equipment.

Any damage (including paint stains) will be 
billed to the exhibitor, along with the removal 
of any materials left behind during dismantling 
(equipment, machinery, etc.).

Firefighting equipment must remain constantly 
visible and unobstructed.


C/ Stand Design and Layout 
1. General conditions 
The design and decoration works must be 
carried out in a manner that does not, in any 
way, degrade the buildings comprising the 
exhibition structures, impede the operation or 
movement of the structure's equipment, or 
pose any direct or indirect risk to people or 
property whatsoever.


2. Prior formalities 
The booth layout and decoration projects 
MUST be submitted to the exhibitor center. 
The submitted list must include all the 
equipment that the exhibitors intend to display 
throughout the duration of the Expo, along 
with technical details (weight, electrical power, 
etc.), and whether on-site assistance is 
potentially required.


3. General regulations 
The layout works of the booths should ensure 
that the doors of service premises, electrical 
posts, air conditioning installation grids, and 
all similar equipment are left free, clear, 
accessible, and visible.

The materials or fabrics used by exhibitors for 
their stand must be fireproof.


4. Suspensions and hangings 
All booths must be completely self-supported, 
without any suspension or attachment to the 
walls or ceilings.

This provision cannot be waived.

It is also strictly forbidden to use the ceilings, 
pillars, spot ramps, electrical cables, or 
heating units as fixed supports for the booths 
or as attachment points.


5. Booths Surface Area 
Exhibitors are required to adhere to the floor 
markings delineating the allocated area.

Exhibitors are therefore requested to remain 
on their stand. It is strictly forbidden to 
question and/or canvass visitors or other 
exhibitors from the common areas (outside the 
stands) of the exhibition.


6. Booths sound system 
In order to respect the neighboring stands, the 
sound systems are imperatively limited to a 
maximum of 65 decibels.

Exhibitors who have planned events requiring a 
sound system must take the necessary steps to 
partition their space as much as possible in order 
to reduce surrounding noise. 
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7. Illuminated signs 
Illuminated signs are allowed but must not be 
intermittent or flashing. The combination of 
colors consisting of white letters on a green 
background is reserved for safety signage.


8. Decorative elements 
Decorative elements, visuals and hangings 
exceeding one square meter must be 
fireproof. It is not allowed to have fountains, 
water coolers, etc., inside the stands.


D/ Assembly 
The assembly of equipped booths can take 
place from May 20 to 22, 2024 inclusive, from 
8:30 a.m. to 10:00 p.m.

All vehicles must imperatively leave the 
enclosure of the Expo in order to allow the 
completion of cleaning operations before 
opening to the public.

Beyond that, any vehicle may be impounded 
at the expense of its owner, who may not 
under any circumstances incur liability for the 
consequences of the shift.


F/ Dismantling 
Dismantling operations can begin from May 
26, 2024 at 8:00 p.m. Trucks and commercial 
vehicles will be able to enter the Expo 
(excluding exhibition structures) from 8:00 
p.m. The exit of the vehicles can only take 
place the following morning, with exit 
authorization issued by the Commissioner of 
the Expo.

Exhibitors are reminded that it is their 
responsibility to remove from their booth any 
easily transportable merchandise, material or 
decorative element in order to protect them 
from any covetousness (e.g.: TV, coffee 
machine, etc.). Dismantling operations can 
continue from May 27 to 28, 2024, from 8:00 
a.m. to 7:00 p.m.

All booth equipment and installations must be 
removed no later than May 28, 2024 at 7:00 
p.m. After this period, the equipment still on 
site will be deemed abandoned and the costs 
of dismantling and removal will be invoiced to 
the exhibitor.


Dismantling can only begin from the date and 
time indicated above, out of respect for the 
exhibitors and to allow the last visitors to 
discover all the exhibitors of the Expo under 
the best conditions.

As soon as the Fair closes, service providers 
will promptly dismantle all structures, 
including storage areas and exhibition 
furniture. It is strongly advised to palletize 
items and leave nothing behind in your 
storage area.


Article 4: Electrical connection 
Each exhibitor has access to a single-phase 
socket of 16 amperes, providing 2.5 kW. 
These sockets are identified and protected at 
30 milliamperes.

If your booth requires additional electrical 
power or special installation, please submit 
your electricity requirements to the exhibitor 
center before May 6, 2024. However, it will be 
the exhibitor's responsibility to arrange for a 
technician if needed.


Article 5: Deliveries before and during the event 
Exhibitors must fill out entry vouchers to 
present at the time of the first goods entry, 
indicating the equipment and quantities.

Special passes are issued to facilitate the 
delivery operations of goods to the booths 
during the event. These passes grant access 
to the Expo between 8:00 a.m. and 9:00 a.m., 
but do not include parking rights.

Vehicles have one hour to complete their 
delivery and must exit upon completion of this 
period.

Any abuse of parking will be penalized by a 
prohibition of vehicle access for the remainder 
of the event.


Article 6: Guarding of the stands 
Day and night surveillance of the Expo is 
ensured by a security service appointed by the 
Commissioner of the Expo, although the 
implementation of this provision does not 
entail any responsibility on their part. 
Exhibitors are strongly advised to complete 
the closing of the stands with padlocks or 
locks closing the reserves of goods.
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Nighttime closing period 
Th is pe r iod i s rese rved fo r rou t ine 
maintenance and service. However, the 
organizers reserve the right to intervene at any 
time if circumstances require outside of this 
period.


Section 7: Security 

A/ Lists of Prohibited Products on the 
booths 
• Samples or products containing flammable 

gas

• Balloons inflated with a flammable or toxic 

or irritating gas

• Propane and butane gas in cylinders

• Redox reaction inhibitor gases

• Celluloid items

• Pyrotechnics and explosives

• The presence of diethyl ether, sulphide, 

carbon, sulfuric ether and acetone

• Firearms

• Flashing lights or bulbs with blue flashes

• Products based on ammonium nitrate or 

sodium chlorate

• Acetylene, Oxygen and Hydrogen

• Other derivatives


B/ Smoking Prohibition 
Smoking is strictly prohibited in all of the 
Expo’s buildings.


Article 8: Advertising and survey 
It is forbidden to place panels or signs outside 
the stands.

Exterior signs are installed by the organizer 
according to a common model for all 
exhibitors.

Any distribution of leaflets, brochures, printed 
catalogs or objects of any kind may only be 
distributed by exhibitors on their booth.

All surveys within the Exhibition are prohibited 
unless this survey is conducted by the 
exhibitors within their own stand and only to 
their visitors, and after authorization from the 
organizer.

Any form of misleading advertising is strictly 
prohibited and will result in immediate 
exclusion.


Article 9: Stands and designs 
The organizer provides exhibitors with 
modular equipped booths, consisting of 
aluminum pillars with partitions, tables, chairs, 
carpeting, and an electrical outlet, depending 
on the surface area.

The organizer is the only one authorized to 
design the plan of the MGE and to assign the 
booths. They are also the only ones qualified 
to make changes to stand locations and 
intervene in stand layouts, ensuring the overall 
layout and aesthetics are preserved.

Exhibitors are prohibited from sharing, 
subleasing or transferring their stand. 

In the event of withdrawal or non-occupation 
of the stand, for any reason, the organizer 
reserves the right to close or change the 
location of the relevant stand, as appropriate, 
for the smooth running and preservation of the 
aesthetic requirements of the Salon.

It is strictly prohibited to bring additional 
equipment without the consent of the 
organizing committee.


Article 10: Prohibited Practices and Activities 
It is strictly forbidden, under penalty of 
sanctions, to:

• Encroach on the surfaces allocated to 

others and obstructing traffic on the aisles

• Hang photos or materials on the exterior 

facades of standard stands

• Use loudspeakers or any other noise-

causing device

• Organize musical entertainment on stands 

or in the aisles

• Store inside the stands or in the aisles any 

product presenting any safety hazard 
(paper, cardboard, waste, etc.) or likely to 
affect the aesthetics of the premises


• Exhibit or sell supplies, office equipment, 
toys, sweets...


• Distribute leaflets, brochures, or any other 
printed matter at the entrance, in the aisles 
of the Expo, or in the stands without prior 
authorization from the organizer.


• Vacate the stand before the day after the 
closing date, in the morning, without prior 
authorization from the organizer.



Article 11:Transportation of Equipment 
The costs associated with transporting 
equipment to the Salon and delivering it to the 
stand are the responsibility of the exhibitor.


KEY INFORMATION  
Here is a reminder of all the information to 
remember for the smooth running of the event.

A/ Stand assembly and dismantling  
Equipped stands 
EQUIPPED stands can be set up from May 20 to 
22, 2024 inclusive, from 8:30 a.m. to 10:00 p.m.

All equipped stands are delivered with the 
following items:

• Carpet floor covering

• Electrical connection (16 A)

• White modular partitions: the printable 

dimensions of the modular partitions of the 
EQUIPPED STANDS are: 0.93m wide by 
2.34m high.


• Banner with the name of the exhibitor 
(horizontal). Please fill in Form 1 with the exact 
exhibitor’s name. 


• Furniture 


WARNING it is forbidden to nail, screw, staple, 
glue on the modular panels by other means than 
with double-sided tape or any other means that 
does not affect the good condition of the panels 
(vinyl is authorized). Any damage will be the 
responsibility of the exhibitor and will be invoiced 
to him for the amount of the repair work. 
Each exhibitor must ensure that they have all the 
necessary tools (extension cords, tape, etc.) for 
the installation of their stand. 

Dismantling operations may begin from May 26, 
2024, at 8:00 p.m. for the removal of small 
equipment (e.g., TV, coffee machine, etc.) and will 
continue until May 28, 2024, at 7:00 p.m.

It is STRICTLY FORBIDDEN to begin dismantling 
before the closure of the exhibition.


B/ Badges 
1. Assembly / Disassembly 
In order to be able to access the Expo during the 
assembly of your booth, a wristband will be 
necessary. This bracelet IS VALID DURING THE 
TIME OF ASSEMBLY/DISMANTLING ONLY.

These wristbands must be collected from the 
"Reception" area after signing a waiver.

Please complete Form 2 corresponding to this 
request.

2. Exhibitors  
The quota is defined as follows: 1 exhibitor badge/
3 s.q.m.

These badges are valid from 24 to 26 May 2024 
inclusive. Please complete Form 3 corresponding 
to this request.

REMINDER THAT WEARING A BADGE IS 
COMPULSORY FOR THE ENTIRE DURATION OF 
THE EVENT.

These badges can be collected at the “Reception” 
area of the Fair, after signing a waiver.

C/ Insurance and security 
1. Insurances 
The organization is not liable in the event of theft 
or damage occurring during the entire period of 
installation, operation and dismantling.

2. Security 
Day and night surveillance of the Expo is ensured 
by a security service appointed by the 
Commissioner of the Fair, without however the 
application of this provision constituting any 
liability for it.

Exhibitors are strongly advised to complete the 
closure of the stands with padlocks or locks 
closing the stockpiles of merchandise.

D/ Respect for other exhibitors 
Exceeding the limits of your booth is not 
permitted. No exhibitor may obstruct the view of 
another exhibitor, nor operate in a manner that 
interferes with other exhibitors.
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Furniture 9 m² 18 m² 27 m² 

Rectangular table with 
felt cover 

(130Lx75H cm)
1 2 4

Chairs 2 4 4

Desk 1 1 2

Stool 1 1 2

Bin 1 1 2

Rails of 3 spotlights 1 2 3
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The sound must be audible ONLY within your 
stand.

The exhibitor must not carry out promotional 
measures attracting visitors to a specific place at 
a specific time (such as the distribution of flyers in 
the exhibition, etc.).


E/ Forms 
FORM 1: EXHIBITOR PRESENTATION 
MANDATORY form to be returned upon receipt of 
the guide. All the information communicated will 
be included in the layout plan and the signs. 


FORM 2: ASSEMBLY / DISMANTLING BADGES 
MANDATORY form to be returned before May 6, 
2024.


FORM 3: EXHIBITOR BADGES 
MANDATORY form to be returned before May 7, 
2024.


FORM 4: ELECTRICITY 
MANDATORY form to be returned before May 6, 
2024.


CONTACT 

Exhibition Commissioner

Mrs. Nissrine SOUISSI

+212 6 62 63 96 28


Mrs. Naima ABEROUCH

+212 6 61 82 96 09

contact@moroccogamingexpo.ma


Exhibitor Center

Mrs. Nouha Qochairi

mge2024@avantscene.ma


mailto:contact@moroccogamingexpo.ma
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Appendix 1: Example of a stand equipped with 18 m² 

Annex 2: Example of modular wall dressing 

www.salon-halieutis.com www.salon-halieutis.com12 13

4 · CONTACTS

MARKETING
MS. KARIMA ELBOUSTANI
ONP Executive Management
Port of Agadir
Mobile : +212 661 196 916 / +212 661 195 017
Email : commissariat@salon-halieutis.com

EXHIBITORS CENTRAL
MS. NOUHA QOCHAIRI
Exhibitors Central Coordinator 
Landline : +212 5 37 63 96 94
Mobile : +212 6 61 30 87 28
Email : centralehalieutis2023@avantscene.ma

5 · APPENDICES

APPENDIX 1: Simulation of a 9m2 stand

EQUIPPED STANDS CLADDING 3D

Simulation of a 9m2 stand

Printing surface of a partition
Add 1cm bleed information
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